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Introduction
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Museums are cultural centers that exist to 
document and preserve artifacts of the 
human experience. Due to the immense 
value they hold, museums should be 
regarded as an essential piece to any 
community.



To understand what can be improved in 
the lifecycle of art-museum-visitor, we 
have researched on visitors’ experience 
visiting art museums and learning about 
art content.
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Analysis1

1 Analysis



How might we create stronger 
personal connections between 
people and art that encourages  
free and open discussions?
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1 Analysis



1—Section name

Humaine & Accessible

Make art content simple 
to connect with and enage with 

Foster open discussions and 
stronger relationships with art

Make visitors feel more confident speaking about 
art and their experiences with it. Inspire deeper 
relationships with art through discussions.

Facilitate learning

Provide ways for visitors to engage with art 
beyond just viewing experience. Challenge visitors 
and their preconceived notions of art.

1

2

3

4

4 5

Design 
Principles

Preserve notable and emotional 
moments

Foster a deeper connection with memorbale art 
peices and allow people to collect these memories 
so they can be revisited.

1 Analysis



Insights

People, even despite having 
formal training, are generally not 
confident  in their  knowledge 
about art and the history or 
vocabulary surrounding it

1

Building personal connections 
with art pieces help people to 
have a more memorable and 
successful experience

2

Multiple touchpoints for learning 
about a piece of art allow for 
greater learning opportunities

3

Not understanding the 
relationship between art pieces 
shown together creates 
confusion for visitors

4

6

1 Analysis
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This high-level scheme shows who how main 
parties are connected with each other and what 
are the main points we focused during our 
research. It also show the full cycle of how 
information circulated from one party to another.

1 Analysis
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1 Analysis
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People, even despite 
having formal training, 
are generally not 
confident  in their  
knowledge about art and 
the history / vocabulary 
surrounding it

Insight 1

Related design opportunities

Most of the participants despite their knowledge level 
in art did not really remember any “hard facts” about it, 
and remembering those facts was not the main goal of 
going to museum (unless it was related to any school 
class). Moreover, to not seem pretentious or wrong 
about specific things in art, they talked about it in a 
very cautious way.

“I just, I feel like in my mind it's really pretentious to be 
like I saw this artist that I really liked and like I know all 
thesethingsabout them. And so like I just never do that” 

—Particpant 2

“I feel like I'm not like a like social like bragger of like look 
at my life, look at what I do, look I'm so cultured.”

—Participant 2


learning processFacilitate  about art, make art content 
more digestible by making art language more accessible 
and easier to understand.

>

> discussionsEncourage open  about art among friends, 
family members and others.
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Insight 2

Building personal 
connections with art 
pieces help people 
to have a more 
memorable and 
successful experience

For most of the people, visit to museum was not only 
connected to learning about specific art piece, it also 
had connection to their herritage, memory from the 
childhood, friends with whom they went to museum, 
etc.

For some of the participants it was interesting to 
understand mood of the artist while they were 
creating certain piece, what was the context and 
surrounding. All those details would potentially make 
people more emotionally attached, thus make them 
learn/remember better certain things.

“I guess in a way I want there to be something new that I 
haven't seen before or, you know, something” 

—Particpant 5

“First, I like finding something familiar in a, in the pieces 
so far does come from this like connecting I like being 
connected with the, with the things from the past.”

—Particpant 6

Related design opportunities

multiple ways to connect and engageCreate  with art, 
expanding the visitors appreciation for an art piece.

1

2 discussionsEncourage open  about art among friends, 
family members and others.

1 Name of the section

12



Insight 3

Multiple touchpoints 
for learning about 
a piece of art allow 
for greater learning 
opportunities

13

It is a common thing when person activates 
multiple sensors such as touch, smell, vision, etc. 
they remember information better. When our 
participants talked about the most memorable 
experience, they usually remembered it because 
of having multiple types of interactions with 
certain art piece. For example, they learnt about 
certain painting being in a museum, they visited a 
lecture about it, they bought a souvenir—all those 
touchpoints help them to better remember certain 
thing.

“Having an artist speak about their work I think ... is really 
powerful” 

—Particpant 0

“Yoko Ono actually showed up; And also it was like really 
out of my mind I didn't expect and that's how that was 
my favorite memory” 

—Particpant 9

1 Name of the section

Related design opportunities

learning processFacilitate  about art, make art content 
more digestible by making art language more accessible 
and easier to understand.

>

> discussionsEncourage open  about art among friends, 
family members and others.

14



1—Section name

Page15

Insight 4

Not understanding the 
relationship between 
art pieces shown 
together creates 
confusion for visitors

For all of the participants despite their level of 
knowledge in art, it was very important to 
understand why art pieces were placed in this or 
that way and what is the bigger picture behind 
the whole exhibition. When people did not 
understand this logic or could not find connection 
between art pieces, it made them frustrated and 
confused.

“...even though it's a small museum some submissions are quite 
randomly structured, which makes it really confusing”

—Particpant 4

“And I want to have a thorough guidance, so that people don't 
have to...see every work based on, I want the guidance to”

—Particpant 10

Related design opportunities

Guide and navigate visitors through their experience 
of museum visit by improving storytelling aspect.

>

1 Name of the section
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What prevents art and cultural 
content in small museums to be 
more accessible for people who 
have an interest in it? Especially 
for those who are somehow 
experiencing limitations due to 
their geographical location or 
social status.

Research 
questions

How do museums expand 
their audience through online 
channels?

Guiding

Question 1

Guiding

Question 2

Subquestion 1

Subquestion 2

Subquestion 3

Subquestion 4

Subquestion 5

How do museum-goers 
understand and process art 
content?

Learning aspect/How do they interpret 
“better” understanding? (What did they 
learn?)

Creating memories/What makes an 
experience memorable? (How do they 
remember?)

What are the limitations and pain points 
while understanding the content?

Navigation (How they move around?)

Community: engaging with other people 
(events, going somewhere together, 
discussing things later)

2 Process
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Literature

review 

reduce social exclusion.

act as agents of social 
change in the community,

Museums have long been considered as learning 
institutions and organisations [9], supporting 
a growth in: knowledge and understanding; skills; 
a change in attitudes or values; enjoyment, 
inspiration and creativity; as well as action, 
behaviour and progression [10]. The learning 
aspects of what museums deliver is taken further 
in a technological age with organisations actively 
incorporating new technologies into their work 
[11], including social media, digital/multimedia and 
interactive exhibits, as well as community-based 
outreach activity. 



As social institutions [12], museums should build 
social cohesion and  
Participation in the arts itself can act as a catalyst 
for creating social identity [13] and, through its 
outreach work, museums foster participation, 
build social networks and 

 supporting the 
improvement of the quality of people's lives  [14] . 


Value of museums

2 Process

When many people think of museums, they think 
of widely recognized museums or global 
attractions located in big city. In fact, we’ll find 
museums of all sizes and varieties situated not 
only in major metropolitan areas but also in rural 
cities all around the world. By any measure, the 
vast majority of the nation’s museums are small, 
with fewer than five staff [7].  All museums, 
despite their sizes, play an important role 
in modern society inspiring social changes 
and securing human cultural heritage [8]. 






Challenges museums face

23

we also struggle with 
actually engaging all members of our communities 
regardless of class, gender, age, race/ethnicity, 
or even linguistic background [20].



museums 
are losing at least $33M a day

Nearly 13% 
of museums worldwide may never reopen after 
the shutdown [22].

era in which it is 
more important to “do the right things” by 
demonstrating that museums, historic sites, and 
cultural organizations matter to their 
communities. The traditional activities of 
collecting, preserving, researching, exhibiting, and 
interpreting are simply no longer adequate [24].





Museum professionals have long advocated for 
museums as valuable spaces for education, civic 
engagement [15,16,17] and even as places that 
inspire social change in our communities [18,19]. 
Yet paradoxically, as we argue for the very real 
value of museums in society, 

Currently, museums are facing challenges because 
the COVID-19. Nationwide, our 

 due to closures 
as a result of the pandemic [21]. 

 The museum is unable 
or unwilling to continue paying its most 
precarious employees [23].



Now the field has entered an 

facing 
the shortage of funding, limation 
of resource, and challenges during 
the COVID-19. 

Small museums are under pressure 
to build attentance especially 

Traditional activities 
of exhibition in a physical space limit 
the museum from approaching 
to a bigger community. 



2 Process
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Quantitative data about U.S. art museums

Collection & Audience

Size & Attnedance

Age


Race/Ethnicity


Education


Visitor demographic





In 2018, rates of Americans who visited art 
galleries or museums varied by age: age in the 
range of 18-29 years old occupied 20.68%; 30-49 
occupied 17.58%; 50-64 occupied 15.36% [27].




Rates of student visitation of art museums outside 
school varied by race/ethnicity, with Hispanic 
students reporting a lower level of visitation 
in 2016 than white and Asian/Pacific Islander 
students [28]. 




Parents’ education level was related to student 
visitation outside school. Thirty percent of 
students from families in which at least one parent 
had graduated from college reported visiting 
an art museum or gallery. For those students 
whose parents’ formal education concluded with 
a high school diploma, the rate was 21% [28].



Of all museums 
are Art museums

4.5%

Visitors is an average 
annual attnedance 
in small art museums 

62K

Of all museums 
have lower than 
$5M annual 
budget 

39%

2 Process
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Museums + HCI

“People enjoy being in a common space with their 
own friends and family, and seeing others taking in 
all parts of art and culture. But they also value 
technology. People enjoy the image of Washington 
crossing the Delaware as they cross the street. It’s 
our job’s responsibility to build the best experience 
for both of these groups.” 

Ken Weine


Cleveland Museum’s chief communications officer

2 Process

HCI has a long tradition of investigating how interactive technologies can be 
used to support visitors in engaging with museum artefacts. For instance, 
interactive tools have been  introduced to enable visitors to make their own 
interpretive contributions to museum objects [29]. Moreover, museums 
nowadays are now encouraging visitors to use their own smart devices to form 
and share their own interpretations to others beyond the museum walls using 
applications  such as Instagram [30]. In addition, interactive technology can be 
used to support enhanced  social interactions within the museum’s walls [1].



By integrating technology into the experience, museums have become an 
interactive, exciting experience as well as a valuable instructional resource for 
educators [8]. “Integrating Authentic Digital Resources in Support of Deep, 
Meaningful Learning,” a white paper prepared for the Smithsonian Center for 
Learning and Digital Access by Interactive Educational Systems Design Inc., 
reveals instructional strategies and elements educators can use to develop 
students’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills. The white paper explores 
the integration of digital museum resources with research-based educational 
approaches in K–12 classrooms to prepare students for college and life after 
graduation [31].



Many art traditionalists are quick to criticize the integration of virtual reality and 
Van Gogh. However, museums are making a surprising discovery: technology 
isn’t hindering the appreciation of physical art and digital content is never a 
substitute of physical experience [32]. For those who don’t have the resources to 
afford a visit to the museum, tech goes beyond adding cool gadgets and gears. 
Tech can play the role to integrate museums in the broader community. 
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What is small 
museum?

< $5M < 100k Multiple 
hats

Operating 
budget size

Number of 
visitors per year

are worn by 
each of the 
team members

To define “small museum” we did 
reviewed literature[2] and interviewed 
SME how would they define museum size. 
These are the main 4 criteria we 
discovered.

sometimes play 
key roles  in 
museum’s work 
process

3

Volunteers3

2 Process
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Representative 
model

Bold and challenging exhibitions, for 
pushing the boundaries of contemporary 
art and culture, and for being the first to 
premiere new works by established and 
emerging artists.

Henry Art Gallery

Opened to the public in 1927.



Scale: Has more than 28,500 
permanent collections, 
around 20 staff.



Attendance: over 50,000 
people visited the museum 
2017-2018



Income (2018): $4,082.684  


1 /

2 /

3 /

4 /

2 Process
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Roles in small 
museums

Another important aspect was 
to understand what are the core roles 
that exist in most of the small art 
museums. We looked through the 
museum roles in both big museums such 
as MoMA [4, 5], and compared their list 
with roles in small museums. As an 
example of small art museum we picked 
Henry art gallery[6], because its size and 
philosophy was close to what we would 
like to have for our potential solution. 

Exhibitions, collections 
and programs

External Relationships Operations and 
Administration

Director

Curator

Program coordinator

Manager of Exhibitions 
and Registration

Marketing and 
communication

Grants and sponsorship 
manager

Lead designer

Museums Services

2 Process
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Competitive 
analysis

 

Same goal

Make art content more accessible through online 
channels; Facilitate learning experience



Same audience

Young professionals (on average 20-40 y.o.) 
interested in art



Same circumstance 

Allow content engagement outside of the physical 
space

 

Same enabler

Allows small and mid-size museums to share their 
content and be connected with their audience 
online

 


Digital Mediums and interactions like AR, 
360 photos, videos, games that makes 
content more digestible and accessible 
through the online channels.



Content strategy and information 
architecture that is used for information 
representation. Some of the resources 
provided users with specific guidance, others 
let collaborate on content creation.



Social media as one of the main channels for 
connecting with audiences. It also helps 
visitors to be more exposed to art-related 
information, whereas for museums that is 
one of the shortest online paths to their 
audience.


Takeaways

We carried out a competitive analysis of the 
products in current market that share similarities 
with our research space. We evaluated each 
product using the criteria of:

1 /

2 /

3 /

2 Process
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Same Goal Same Audience

Same CircustanceSame Enabler

W1D1 MOBILE APP 

W1D1 walks in the footsteps of famous artists and 
photographers of the past, would dive into historical roots 
of our visual cultures, and learn to enjoy modern art. 

It works with cultural institutions and artists around the 
world to preserve and bring the world’s art online so it’s 
accessible to anyone, anywhere.

Google Art & Culture 

Social media platforms enable museums to post their 
exhibitions, virtual tours and tutorials in the forms of picture 
and video. 

Instagram+Youtube

Artsy app offers over 250,000 artworks, comprehensive 
coverage of exhibitions, shows and fairs in many cities all 
over the world. 

Artsy

A dynamic hub where museums can easily create 
multimedia guides for millions of travelers, such as museum 
audio guide, out door tour, quests, etc.

IZI

Museum of the World

The Museum of the World—an interactive experience 
through time, continents and cultures, featuring some of the 
most fascinating objects in human history.

WIKI Art

Wiki Art is a reference database with more than 2,000 
artists and 110,000 artworks from 73 countries across the 
globe. 

Civilization AR

Collaboration between the BBC, Nexus Studios and more 
than 30 museums from across the UK to mark the launch of 
the new landmark arts and culture series, Civilisations.

2 Process
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Visitor

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

Galleries

Art Museums

Artists

Art

Communities

Social Media

Art groups/accounts

Existing

apps

39 40

Stakeholders map

Understanding the 
general structure of 
museum helped us to 
create a high-level 
stakeholders map. Based 
on it we defined the 
main actors in the 
process we want 
to research on.

Primary:

Visitors

Secondary 
(SME):

Art museums,

galleries,

artists

2 Process
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Primary 
research

Interviews with visitors

Interviews with experts1 /

2 /

Our main research method was semi-structured 
interviews. For interviews with visitors, we had 
an initial screener-survey that included questions 
about their recent experience going to an art 
museum. During interviews, we probed some of 
the facts they indicated in the survey. Also, we 
integrated directed storytelling into interviews 
using a card-sorting workshop.

All of the interviews were held over remote 
Zoom calls.

2 Process
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Experts 
Interviews

Team reached out to professionals who played 
different roles in “art-museum-visitor” eco-system 
to get a more holistic view on how content is 
curated, prepared and organized in this field. Our 
conversations were semi-structured and formed 
around experts’ personal experiences and point of 
views.



See Appendix 1 for the full script.

Micah 404 not found Gabe Kean Kamila Narysheva

Designer Gabe Kean founded and 
independent studio Belle&Wissel, Co. in 
2003. Now, with an expanded and 
experienced staff, the studio 
collaborates with clients and partners 
around the globe to create and guide 
audiences through memorable, 
participatory experiences.

Co-founder of the company Movers 
and shakers. They make interactive 3D 
experiences for middle schools. Micah 
is also a designer and creative director 
who is going by name “Micah 404”. He 
creates art works for 3D spaces and 
makes live performances using VR.

Get background information about the museum’s 
approach towards connection with visitors, 
handling content curation, and existence in a 
digital environment. We also asked about 
business goals and ways they measured success 
for their work.

30-40 minutes

Goal

Duration

We talked with Micah 
to get artist’s perspective on 
collaboration with different museums, 
reveal pain points and potential 
opportunities. Micah mostly talked 
about expanding access to different art 
content, shared idea of gig-economy 
for artists and museums and 
emphasized important of sharing and 
rotation of artworks. Obviously, being 
an artist might be very challenging and 
tough, so he while doing art he was 
also looking for other ways of earning 
money.

From conversation with Gabe we 
would like to understand how 
museums organize interactive 
experiences, who is involved and what 
is the common budget for exhibitions.


Gabe shared key points of his 
experience working with exhibitions 
ranging from web interactions to big 
interactive exhibitions in physical 
spaces. He emphasized importance 
of “activating multiple sensors” (vision, 
touch, smell, sound) to enhance 
visitors’ experience and increase their 
engagement.

“All museums really need to find 
new ways to operate and like 
and so what I've heard from a 
couple folks”

“But then again you are kind 
of missing a big chunk of your 
audience, if you're making the 
audio guides, always only 
available in the museum as a 
separate contraption”

“They have to limit the market to 
only you know 100 artists per year 
or making a living because 
otherwise they can't justify selling 
these works for $10 million”

Kamila is working in cultural center 
that was planning to open soon, but 
had to pivot in a way they function 
because of COVID-19.


She talked about their experiments 
organizing different types of activities 
online including performances, talks 
and lectures with artists, and pain 
points with low engagement among 
users.


She also talked about problematic 
nature when specific content is 
available only in physical space of 
museum and becomes inaccessible for 
certain people.

Independent Artist Belle&Wissel, Co. 
design studio 
co-founder

Junior curator in 
Tselinnyi cultural 
center

Understanding the general structure of 
museum helped us to create a 
high-level stakeholders map. Based on 
it we defined the main actors in the 
process we want 
to research on.

2 Process
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Interviews & 
Directed storytelling

with visitors

We were mainly focused on people 
who in general have an interest in art 
and go to an art museum/gallery at 
least once in 2-3 months. 
In order to have a more well-rounded 
data, we tried to have diversity in 
participant’s location, native 
language, country of origin, and 
occupation. In total, we interviewed 
13 different people.

Participants

Understand visitor’s interest in art and motivation 
to visit art museums. Their learning patterns, 
desires, and pain points in the context of the art 
museums was another aspect we explored.

30-60 minutes

Goal

Duration

To recruit participants for interviews with visitors, 
we’ve created a screener-survey asking about 
their location, interests in art, and recent 
experience being in an art museum. To recruit 
participants, we leveraged our personal 
connections and forums like Reddit.



See Appendix 2 for the screening survey 
and Appendix 3 for the full script.

46
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Directed storytelling

structure

Intro


Greetings, 
background 
information

General questions


Asking participant about background 
in art, recent visits to museums, 
probing answers from survey.

Directed storytelling


We had 6 different questions for this workshop. 
Participants answered question first, then they 
were asked to sort cards from what is “less 
important” to “more important” for them. While 
sorting, they also described why they made this 
or that choice.


See Appendix 1 for full workshop script.

Interviewer


Lead interview 
and talked with 
participant

Tools


Google forms for 
survey


Miro for 
card-sorting 
workshop


Otter.io for notes 
and transcription


Airtable for 
information 
management

Note-taker


Controlled Otter 
(transcription 
app), paid 
attention to 
participant’s 
reaction and took 
notes

Workshop 
facilitator


Created and 
moved cards 
in Miro

~5 min ~10 min ~20 min

48
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Defining main 
categories 
(codebook)

Distill insights Group insights 
based on topic

Dot voting 
to choose main 
insights we want 
to move forward 
with

Creating 
subcategories 
inside each of the 
core categories:


Learning, 
Navigation, 
Tools

Connect 
categories with 
each other

Supporting data

After each interview we did a 
de-brief and discussed the main 
topics participant talked about. 
After 6th participant we almost fully 
formed our core codebook and 
started building affinity diagram.


See Appendix 3 for codebook. Other categories 
from codebook 
were supporting 
evidence for our 
further steps.

To build a more 
holistic picture, 
we connected 
primary 
categories with 
secondary to see 
how they’re being 
affected from 
each other.

Quantitative data 
from different 
resources and 
insights from SME 
interviews helped 
us to support 
some of the 
preliminary 
insights distilled 
from interviews 
with participants.

50
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Data analysis 
process

Defining design 
principles that 
is supported 
by insights 
from successful 
experiences 
of participants
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Next steps

Ideation Prototyping Resulting

design
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Appendix 1

Participant screener

Main info: Name, E-mail, Age, Location



Occupation:

   Working professional

    Student

    Retired

    Other



How many art museums/galleries have you visited in the last 
1-2 years?



Why do you usually go to art museums?

    Educational purposes

    Just for fun/leisure

    Because there can be popular pieces like Mona Lisa



If you did go to art museums/galleries last 1-2 years, can you 
list a few of them?



Which of the following channels do you use to be connected 
with art online?

    I go to museums/artists' websites

    I use different mobile applications

    I am connected with art/museums on social media 
    (Instagram, Twitter, Youtube, etc.)

    Artist's social media  (Instagram/Youtube/Twitter, etc)

    I do look for virtual tours or exhibitions online

    Other

Using those online channels, for what kind of information do 
you usually look for?

   I look for general information about museums (e.g. opening 
   hours, tickets,etc.)

   I browse for current offerings

   I want to learn more about the ongoing exhibit

   I read articles or watch videos for general educational 
   purposes 
   I am engaged with their posts online (comment, follow 
   specific hashtags, take part in activities like trivia)




Appendix 1

Expert Interview Guide & Questions Visitors Interview Guide & Questions

Guide questions:


What’s the museums’ current online content strategy?


Who are the museums’ target users?


What are museums’ challenges and strategies during COVID?


What’s museums’ attitude toward accessibility and digital media?



Script:


- Can you tell us a bit about your role here at the museum?


- How would you describe people who visit your museum?


- How did you connect with your visitors outside museums before COVID-19? 


- Did something change in your strategy since COVID?


- What are your biggest barriers to bring and manage content online?


- How do you differentiate what to show online and what will stay only inside physical space?


- For the online channels, do you have a specific audience you target?


- How do you view social media in regards to sharing your content and connecting with visitors?


- How do you view social media in regards to sharing your content and connecting with visitors?


- Can you tell me about how you reach out to communities outside museums’ physical space?


- How do you usually measure the engagement/ success of those? 



Guide questions:


How’s the participant’s background and interest in art?


What’s the participant’s motivation to go to art museums?


How’s the participant’s experience in the art museum? What they like and don’t 
like?


What’s the participant’s interaction with museums/artists’ online content?



Script:


- Introduce project and each other


- Tell us about your background in art? What interests you in it? 


- You’ve listed that you go to art museums because of X, can you tell us more 
about it?


- Can you talk about why you like going to art museums


- You mentioned that you went to X museums for the last 2 years. What was the 
most memorable one for you?


- Recent memorable experience from a museum


- What interests you about art/artist X?


- Can you tell us about your experience planning your visit to the museum?


- You’ve indicated you do follow museums on IG/Twitter. Can you tell us more 
about who you follow?


- Can you talk about some of the artists or museums you follow on social media 


- What are the posts you like the most? What type of content do you find more 
engaging?


- What are the most convenient/ideal ways for you to access art content?






Workshop questions:


Your favorite things about art 
museums?


What is a favorite memory you have?


How do you document or remember 
information from museums?


What constitutes a successful museum 
visit?


What's your online activity related to 
art and museums


What would your perfect art museum 
look like?

1 


2


3 


4 


5 


6

Visitors Workshop
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Learning


Navigation


Pain points


Community/Neighborhood


Interactive experiences


Sharing/Discussion


Relationshop with art


Tools


Connection

Codebook
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